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Booming cloud AI trend in 2024-25F         

..    
 
 
 
 
  

Event   

We expect cloud AI to grow on CSPs’ aggressive capex expansion and a growing GPU supply. 
Global server shipment will grow 5-10% YoY in 2024-25F with key drivers from booming AI 
server demand, benefiting related suppliers. 

Server demand growth in 2024-25F. Global server shipments fell by 19% YoY to 11.3mn units 
in 2023. This weakness was related to budget cannibalization from CSPs, as high AI 
infrastructure cost took a big portion of their budget that was not put AI into consideration in 
early of 2023. However, the top four US CSPs have intensified their capex to build technical 
infrastructure and AI offerings, evidenced by rising 2024F capex guidance during recent 
CY1Q24 earnings calls. Consensus now forecasts the top four US CSPs' capex to increase by 
38% YoY in 2024F, up from the 26% forecast before the 1Q24 earnings season, and expects a 
further increase of 9% in 2025F. With increasing penetration rate of new CPU platform to drive 
recovery of general server in 2H24-2025F, we expect total global server shipments to grow 5% 
YoY in 2024F to 11.8mn units, with non-AI server sales growth flat, while global server 
shipments will grow 10% in 2025F to 13mn units with non-training AI server growth of 6% YoY. 

Nvidia’s Blackwell GPUs in the pipeline to boost 2025F AI server sales. TSMC (2330 TT) has 
expanded CoWoS capacity from 13k wafers per month (kwpm) in 4Q23 to 40kwpm in 4Q24F 
and 55kwpm in 4Q25F expected. Total AI GPU shipments for Nvidia will rise to 4.0mn units in 
2024F, and up to 4.7-4.8mn units in 2025F, based on a Hopper GPU allocation of 85% in 2024F 
and 25% in 2025F, and Blackwell GPU allocations of 10% in 2024F and 75% in 2025F. We think 
Blackwell GPUs should come on stream in September, with some volume in the market in 
4Q24F. B100 and B200 GPUs, and the GB200, should launch in the market around the same 
time, with significant volume available in 2025F. Combined with AMD’s (US) 
MI300X/325X/350, Intel’s (US) Gaudi 2 and 3, and ASIC shipments (mainly from Google’s (US) 
TPU and Amazon Web Services’ (AWS; US) Trainium), we estimate total training AI GPU 
shipments will grow to 5.5mn units in 2024F and 7.9mn units in 2025F, for AI training server 
shipments of 715k units in 2024F and 1.25mn in 2025F. The total AI server shipment weighting 
will be even higher if inference servers are taken into consideration. 

AI servers carry higher content value for thermal, power supply & rack assembly sectors. 
During a May 22 earnings call, Nvidia cited Blackwell production shipments will start in 2Q24F, 
ramp in 3Q24F, and customers should have the GPUs in data centers in 4Q24F. CSP, enterprise, 
consumer IoT and sovereign are clients for the firm’s AI GPUs, and the main sales growth 
drivers. We expect GB200 rack demand among top CSPs and server brands to result in 40-45k 
racks shipping in 2025F. Hon Hai (2317 TT) group’s FII (CN) is the major GB200 rack supplier to 
Microsoft (US) and Oracle (US), and Quanta Computer (2382 TT) is for AWS, Meta (US) and 
Google. We expect Hon Hai’s rack assembly market share for GB200 servers to be 
approximately 40%, with Quanta holding around 30%. The remaining 30% will go to Wiwynn 
(6669 TT), Wistron (3231 TT), ZT Systems (US) and Super Micro Computer (US). The high ASP 
of GB200 server racks of US$1.8mn-3.5mn for NVL36/ 72 racks should lift ODMs’ AI server 
sales weighting to over 50% of total server revenue in 2025F. Among component sectors, the 
thermal sector will see the greatest content value rise on liquid cooling adoption. With cold 
plate modules, coolant distribution units (CDU), manifolds, racks, RDHx, fan door and chassis 
required, we expect the thermal content value to rise to US$40-80k for each GB200 rack, 
versus an air cooling content value of US$2-3k per rack. On the power supply side, with power 
consumption per GB200 chip reaching 2.7kW, a NVL72 rack could require power of 120kW, or 
even higher. We expect the content value for each NVL72 rack to be at least US$18-20k, versus 
US$6-8K for H100 designs. We are also optimistic about the increase in the number and 
specifications of NVLinks when GPUs migrate from the Hopper-series to Blackwell-series, 
benefiting DAC cable and high-end optical fiber connector suppliers. 

Stocks for Action 

We expect key beneficiaries of the cloud and edge AI growth wave to include Hon Hai, Quanta 
Computer, Wiwynn, Wistron, Lotes (3533 TT), Asia Vital Components (AVC; 3017 TT), Auras 
Technology (3324 TT), Kaori Heat Treatment (8996 TT), Delta Electronics (2308 TT), Chenbro 
Micom (8210 TT), and King Slide Works (2059 TT). 

Risks 

Weak demand; over-ordering of AI servers by CSPs; margin dilution for AI servers. 
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